TKM. The Knife Manufacturers

For over 100 years our goal has been to supply the Industrial world with High quality cutting tools to enhance our customer quality and productivity.

TKM. The Knife Manufacturers

1991
1863
Entry in the
commercial register

2012

The legal separation of the mechanical
engineering division in Huckeswagen est.
(1922) and the Industrial knives Est (1908)
with Klingelnberg GmbH.
The acquisition of Geringswalde machine
tool factory in Saxony and the industrial
knife group was created.

2005

2001
1995
IKS Klingelnberg Asia
Ltd in Singapore was
established

Acquisition of all shares of TTT
Technology OY AB, Toijala, Finland

TKM GmbH in Remscheid
established as the holding
company of the IKS
Klingelnberg Group known
as later the TKM Group.

1998
Acquisition of
DIACARB B.V. in
Rotterdam/Netherlands
and Buland S.A. in
Palaiseau, near Paris/
France

The family Meyer
takes over the majority
shareholding of the TKM
group.

TKM Canada established.

Acquisition of OY Saksan
Terä AB in Espoo/Finland
IKS Knife and Saw
established in Indonesia

2014
1908
The Remscheid manufacturing
plant starts Industrial machine
knife production

2006

1993
Construction of a new knife
factory in Remscheid
Bergisch-Born and relocation
of the original working areas
in Berghauser Str.

2002
1997
Acquisition of ROLF MEYER
Messer- und Ersatzteilfabrikation
GmbH in Bargteheide,
near Hamburg

2000

TKM United States
Inc. In Hebron KY/
USA established.

Acquisition of Böhler Miller
Messer und Sägen GmbH,
including the production
sites in Böhlerwerk and
Traismauer, Austria

TKM. Our History.
The success of the TKM brand began more than 100 years
ago with its entry in the commercial register in Remscheid.

Due to its passion for cutting and its strong entrepreneurial
spirit, TKM has become a leading international supplier of

industrial knives and systems for the wood-, paper-, metal-,
plastic-, rubber- and recycling industries.

Acquisition of the Industrial knife
division of Ghudo GmbH (Ghudo
Carb) and subsequent integration
into IKS Klingelnberg GmbH.

IKS Klingelnberg
renamed to
TKM GmbH

TKM. The Knife Manufacturers

TKM Group
Employees: 850 | Annual sales: € 130 million
12 operation companies | Headquartered in Remscheid, Germany
7 sales and production sites in Europe
6 sales and service sites in Europe, Asia and America

Innovative:

Precise:

Close by:

We strive for new technology and
continuously develop products and
processes, in order to produce the
highest performing Industrial machine
knives and cutting tools.

Our products, services and
technical ability all help benefit our
customers processes, productivity
and finally finished product to assist
in their operational development.

Our philosophies are sustainable
and stand for a balance between
environmental measures, economic
development and social engagement.
No matter where you are in the world
a TKM subsidiary or partner is never
far away.

TKM. The knife.

TKM. The Knife Manufacturers.
Manufacturers
TKM GmbH, Remscheid / Germany. Headquarters of the TKM group, with production, logistics, sales and service.

TKM. Global player.
For TKM, the focus is on the customer throughout the
world. TKM is represented worldwide by a strong sales

TKM headquarters
TKM operating companies

12 companies. 850 employees. One level of quality.
and service network. It is also represented by its own
sales organizations and through selected distributors.

The TKM-employees around the world are the basis of
our success. They contribute to the fact that we meet
and even exceed our customers’ expectations. This is

created by a healthy corporate culture that values every
individual, motivating and encouraging employees. After
all, satisfied employees result in corporate success.

TKM. The Knife Manufacturers

Industrial knives
for the wood industry

Sawmill industry
Pulp industry
Plywood industry
Wood panel industry
Veneer industry
Service

Industrial knives
for the paper industry

Pulp and paper industry
Tissue paper industry
Postpress
Printing & Book Binding
Binding machines
Service

TKM. Applied knowledge.
For the efficient use of our tools, we always stand with our
customers not only as a supplier and consultant, but as a
reliable partner through all phases of their daily business.

Doctor blades, knives and
consumable parts for the printing
and packaging industry

Gravure printing
Flexographic printing
Offset printing
Label printing
Decorative printing
Corrugated cardboard printing
Metal printing
Screen printing
Service

Industrial knives
for the metal industry

Hot rolled strips
Cold rolled strips
Steel service center
Non-ferrous industry
Service

Industrial knives
for the plastic, rubber
and recycling industries

Plastics industry
Rubber industry
Recycling industry
Service

Machine elements

Guideways/sliding strips
Machine components
Bending tools
Clamping and tensioning elements
Service

TKM GmbH

In der Fleute 18
42897 Remscheid
Germany

Phone: +49 2191 969-0
info@tkmgroup.com
www.tkmgroup.com

